Abstract—Recent developments in the area of small and smart devices led to a massive spread of them, which, in some cases are replacing traditional computers for performing common activities such as web browsing. These devices are usually equipped with specialized hardware to sense and interact with the environment. In this context the use of self-organizing techniques has been widely used to provide adaptation capabilities at the low level, such as for optimizing energy consumption, or for providing some fault-tolerance properties to the communication middleware. What we want to show in this work is how the same self-organization principles can be used at the user-experience level of context-aware applications. The approach we propose shows that self-organization can be used to model the introduction of gaming elements to motivate and simplify the use of context-aware applications, thus leading to higher quality software. This work is finally validated using a case study and empirical evidence from existing popular context-aware applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The current trend of personal computers is to have them embedded in portable devices. An example is given by modern touch screen tablets, which are perfect for web browsing, social networking, and emails reading and writing. These devices are becoming increasingly interesting also for different kinds of uses since their touch-screen user interfaces are easier to use, they can be moved more easily and have a battery that usually lasts more than the one of a traditional laptop. Moreover these devices are often equipped with many kinds of sensors, such as a compass, a GPS receiver, 3G/WiFi/Bluetooth data connectivity. This makes them able to sense the context in which they are being used and to possibly use such information together with some applications to provide some kind of value-added services.

Besides browsing, messaging, and socializing, one of the most important uses for these devices is to play games. According to popular ranks it has emerged that users prefer to use games that are easy to learn, that keep the users motivated, and that have some component of sociality, collaboration, and competition with other people. Moreover, the most successful ones contain reward mechanisms that keep high the attention of the user and stimulate the search for new achievements.

What motivates our work is to find a way to classify the mechanisms that are widely used in videogames in a way that they may be abstracted and used in a wider class of software. The use of these guidelines at the design time of regular software would be the basis for the gamification process of such software.

To find proper guidelines we used our background experience on self-organization [1], which is a recurrent technology in distributed context-aware system [2]. Self-organization is a mechanism that is able to give to a system that is composed of smaller interconnected elements a high-level property in a spontaneous way. In other words a self-organizing system is able to converge to a desired state by relying on the interaction of its elements only, rather than relying on a special monitoring/actuating element or any other single decision point. Current mature uses of self-organizing techniques are usually relegated to the lower levels of the applications [3]. For example, they can be used at middleware level to give fault-tolerance to the application or to optimize some other non-functional requirements. The reason for adopting self-organizing models to support our gamification abstractions comes from an observation of the recent developments in the world of videogames. Some relevant examples are the matchmaking and achievements systems, which are calibrated using feedback information from the user that plays and any other user that is playing the game. Another example is the level of variability of the game, which, thanks to internal perturbations and past experiences of other players, is able to create new, often unpredictable challenges, at the right time.

In this work we first classify recurrent ways in which self-organization is used in some existing class of videogames, and then use our classification to derive abstractions/guidelines that can be used by software engineers to improve the usability of their context-aware software, under the assumption that usability is a non-functional requirement that is as important as other non-functional requirements that are addressed by the use of self-organization at the lower levels of the application. In this work we will stress the concept of context-awareness because self-organizing techniques rely not only on the local information of each element, but also on context information such as the location, the time, and any other information regarding the particular situation.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes more in general what self-organization is, what motivates its use, and in which contexts it is usually exploited. Moreover it clarifies the concept of gamification and discusses some relevant related work. Section III presents a classification of ways in which self-organization is used in modern games. In Section IV we propose our guidelines that can be used to
instrument context-aware software to improve the user-experience quality. Section V shows how the proposed abstractions can be applied in a case study, how we can find related real world uses of them in some popular software, and what are the social implications of these techniques. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper and shows some future research directions.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Background on Self-organization

Self-organization is a phenomenon defined as “An increase of order which is not imposed by an external agent (not excluding environmental interactions)” [1]. This means that, if a system starts in a non-organized form (with respect to a generic property), and ends up in an organized form without any external intervention of the environment or any other entity external to the system, then such system is a self-organizing system. The concept of self-organization has been studied since ancient times because self-organizing systems may be observed everywhere. Examples of self-organization phenomena are the chemical reactions of compounds, the movement of stars and galaxies, the organization of the cells in life beings, the organization of insect colonies, the organization of markets and human society in general, and so on. The challenges of scientists that study self-organization are to understand the basic rules that govern the movement of the system from its initial state to the organized state.

With respect to what we have presented above, recent research [4,5,6] wants to transfer to the area of Software Engineering a systematic way to exploit the most common observed characteristics of natural self-organizing systems, such as the simplicity of the operations of their elements [7], the resistance to levels of randomness in the execution of such operations, and the capability to reach complex global goals. Self-organization is usually engineered in software systems as a set of rules or policies, which guide the evolution of the system through some different internal states [8]. These rules and the specification of these states have in some cases been enclosed in common design patterns that simplify their adoption in existing software architectures as well as new ones in order to run and exploit them [4,5,6].

Since pure architectural aspects are out of the scope of this work, which aims at giving a conceptual methodology to obtain some high-level property, from now on we will focus on the self-organizing rules, and, more in general, to the type of interactions among the system elements.

B. Related Work on Gamification

The term gamification is very recent. One of the first attempts to define it has been made in [9]: "gamification is defined as the use of game design elements in non-game context". Even if the research area is new, there is an established literature on this topic. In [10] and [11] for example the authors propose some guidelines for the design and development of games. In these guidelines they consider many key aspects to build successful games that include the necessity of challenge, of interactions, the inclusion of creativity in the gaming experience, and finally a view of games as contexts for social play.

This preliminary literature led to the adoption of the same features that make a game successful to the context of user applications in order to have similar engaging effects [12,13], thus introducing gamification patterns into the design phase of the development process.

In our work we give a contribution to the gamification area by observing and abstracting in existing games some features that are typical of the world of self-organizing systems, such as agonistic (collaborative) and antagonistic (competitive) behavior of self-organizing system elements.

There are some existing works that have already identified the idea of collaboration [14] and competition [15,16] as individual factors for developing gamified applications. In these works the authors observe for example that elements of collaboration/competitions in games can stimulate hobbyists to develop unpaid works. An example is the common creation of the so-called "mods", which are modified versions of existing games developed by volunteers [17]. Moreover, other works analyze how the power of competition may be a huge source of motivation for players to achieve the so-called pro status (professional players) [18,19]. The difference between existing works and the one we are proposing is that we model gamification features as self-organizing phenomena. This allows the use of gamification in the same way self-organization is already used to achieve other kinds of high-level goals, such as runtime system adaptation to improve performance.

III. A CLASSIFICATION OF EXISTING USES OF SELF-ORGANIZATION IN MODERN GAMES

To motivate our classification of self-organization approaches in modern games we have to go back to the time of the first video games. First-generation videogames have usually a fixed scenario; a fixed set of levels, and a final outcome that is "Game Over" (which may be the result of a victory or a defeat). The most primitive achievement mechanism was to define a metric to express the performance of the player through a score, and to save it under the player's name at the end of the game in order to be positioned in a rank with previous players. This preliminary kind of competition motivated players to play more, and it has been a good source of revenue for the owners of coin-operated arcade game machines. This very old model of gaming that looks completely static and centralized can still be modeled as a very simple self-organizing system. The system elements are the following: many players and a single arcade game machine. The players will interact with each other in an indirect way through the arcade game machine and its status changes. A change in the status of the arcade game machine happens when one player adds itself to the global rank of the machine. Such change of status may motivate the player that has been removed from the rank to play again just to have back its leading position in the rank. In this situation the actual game is no longer the game itself, but the fact to end the game in such a way to change the state of the machine. This situation clearly shows that the capability to allow many players to interact to each other
using the machine gives to the system an emergent property [20], which is the one to motivate playing more. Since we have an emergent property that is the result from the uncoordinated interaction of different elements, we are in front of a self-organizing phenomenon. Of course in recent times, things changed a lot since the wide use of arcade game machines, and the emergent properties that game designers want to achieve are more articulated than in the past. In the following subsections we will show three classes of recurrent use of self-organization in modern games along with examples of use and high-level properties that are given to the system (a summary of the classification scheme can be seen in Figure 1).

![Figure 1. The three classes of self-organization in videogames.](image)

### A. Collaborative Self-organization

We define as collaborative self-organization all the social rules in which a player is motivated to give its contribution to a game to make it better for herself or for others. Successful collaborative self-organization can be seen in games in which new content can be created. In this case the creativity of a player is motivated by seeing other players using and extending her creation. Since usually the newly created content remains property of the company that owns the game and its infrastructure, this will create a virtuous circle that creates value for the company (thanks to the free new content available for other players) and for the players themselves that will experience a game with richer contents over time. Some examples of existing collaborative self-organization can be seen in games that are based upon user-generated content, such as Second Life, Little Big Planet, Minecraft, etc. These games come with a level editor that is often difficult to use, but the reward for making available some of their creations and increase their notoriety is enough for many players to climb up the steep learning curve of a difficult editor.

### B. Competitive Self-organization

We define as competitive self-organization all the social rules that govern the competition of a player with another player. This form of self-organization is more intuitive since many events of the life of an individual are purely pushed up by competition. To explain why the concept of competition can be modeled as self-organization we have to consider that each player of a game has usually a goal that is decided by the game. If the game has the possibility to use information of its players to adapt its goals (similarly to what happens in the ranking system of the old arcade game machine), then the players are motivated to play more to achieve the new goals. A reiteration of this process will create players that become progressively more skilled and that will help to keep the game popular because they will be trained as good challenging opponents for potential new players. For videogames experts this type of self-organization may be seen trivial, but it is fundamental to explain how this can be used in other types of software.

Examples of modern use of competitive self-organization can be seen in the achievement systems that are becoming popular in any kind of game, such as Starcraft II, and the mobile versions of classical board games such as UNO, Monopoly, and many others. These achievement systems will reward users with new game features such as new personalization options, badges, scores, and many other things that are absolutely free for the game provider, but acquire a high value from the point of view of the players.

### C. Environmental Self-organization

This third kind of self-organization is defined as the capability of the game environment to spontaneously change its state to create new, unpredictable challenges to the players. The difference between this type of self-organization and the others previously introduced is that this is not derived by social interactions among the players (neither collaborative nor competitive) but it is a spontaneous reaction of the game environment with respect to what the players have done, their context, and the evolution over time. This is usually needed to give variability to the game, so that it is perceived as a different game with new challenges every time it is played. A characteristic of this form of self-organization is that the rules governing it are often non-deterministic, meaning that the final result, although within some predetermined boundaries, is something with a good degree of originality.

Examples of games in which environmental self-organization is used are Diablo and World of Warcraft. In these games there is a map that may change over time and enemies controlled by the game, which may be influenced by the behavior of other users and evolve autonomously.
IV. Self-organizing Models for User Applications from a Software Engineering Point of View

In this section we will extend the self-organization features highlighted in the classification of Section III and apply them in the wider class of context-aware software. The reason why we emphasize context-aware class of software is given by the fact that in our approach we do not limit our considerations to a simple generic software application, but also to the possibility for the application to interact with the environment, which may contain additional instances of the application or hardware/software artifacts that, by their nature, may be useful to contribute to the global property we want to give to the system.

In this context our goal is to use self-organizing models and the possibility to exploit context-awareness to improve the quality of the software in terms of the following non-functional requirements:

R1. User Motivation: motivate the user to learn basic and advanced features of an application to ease its learning curve.

R2. Context-aware Learning: adapt the learning curve of the application in such a way that the user learns first what is needed in the specific usage context.

R3. Reward System: make sure that, through a proper competition mechanism, a user feels like it can always improve and be better in its experience with an application.

R4. Collaborative creativity: if applicable, the user should be able to express its creativity when dealing with a given application, with the purpose of making some of its ideas, contents, or suggestions, available to other users.

All these requirements are non-functional because they aim at improving an application from a different angle with respect to its specific function.

Requirement R1 is fundamental for spreading the application and most of traditional HCI (Human Computer Interaction) efforts are spent on this point: if a software is too difficult and requires extensive and boring training to become usable it will lose market positions with respect to similar software (even if less powerful), but with a good usability.

Requirement R2 is something novel in software, since the context is something that was not easily detectable in the past, but today, thanks to automatic location detection and a constant integration with companies organizing tools, personal calendars, social networks, etc., it is possible to take advantage of this information. For example, a user of a spreadsheet application in a secretariat may be more interested in having standard features (2d charts, simple aggregation functions, etc.) emphasized in the software interface, rather than what it is done in a marketing/data mining department of a company, in which advanced statistics, and cubic charts may be more appropriate for that context.

Requirement R3 is a core part to reward some new achievements in the usage of the software and for feeling it like a game. Reward mechanisms, especially when there is the possibility to compare one's achievements with others, can be fundamental to increase the loyalty toward a software and to stimulate the learning of additional features with the only purpose to gain some achievements.

Last, but not least, some classes of software, especially in the context-aware area, may increase their value if there is the chance for a user to collaborate (requirement R4). An example would be to make available additional themes for documents in a word processor application, or to provide reviews in a mobile navigation application, and so on.

In the next subsections we will show how a Software Engineer can apply the self-organizing models that are widely used in games and introduced in Section III to the development of context-aware applications. A compact conceptual map of the guidelines needed to move from Requirements to Design is depicted in Figure 2.

![Gamification development process](image)

A. Design of Collaborative Self-organizing Features

As we have introduced in the previous section, we want to introduce features of collaborative games in generic software. This will be used to address requirements R1 and R4. To support the design phase of these features we propose the following steps.

1) Identify reusable contents of the application.
2) Associate classes of contents to the context in which the application is used.
3) Instrument the application with a way to submit and search the content.
4) Add a rating mechanism to support content selection and to have feedback on the produced content.

In the first step, the application should be decomposed at design time into classes of reusable artifacts, which may include any kind of data (for example templates, clip arts, themes, etc.) or also application logic (for example macros, automation scripts, etc.). This step is needed to decide which parts of the application or its data can be collaboratively extended.

In the second step, valid only for context-aware applications, possible application contexts must be
enumerate and associated with the classes of artifacts. This step is needed to give to the application the capability to adapt itself, and show only the artifacts that are relevant for that specific context. For example, if we consider a video-player application for a mobile device, it may decide to use a software decoder that finds the right trade-off between battery consumption, current battery level, current video quality; but the same application, when run in a context that is not mobile (i.e., the device is plugged), may decide to ignore completely the energy/quality optimization artifacts.

In the third step the user, depending on its skills, can be motivated to share possible artifacts that she has created for herself, or even to produce artifacts for the community with the purpose of gaining some sort of gratification in terms of reputation.

Finally, the fourth step is needed to give to the application the technological features needed to make collaboration activities of its users recognizable by other users. This may not be a simple feedback mechanism, but something that can be integrated in the social life of the users (for example allowing to show the contribution in the social networks of the user).

B. Design of Competitive Self-organizing Features

A possible way to contribute to the fulfillment of requirements R1 and R3 is to give to the application characteristics of competitive games. This phase of the design is more delicate than the one explained in the previous subsection because, if the level of competition is too strong, it may cause a strong loss of motivation to the users that are not able to compete with the others (further details regarding this point will be explained in Section V.B). In order to introduce a competitive game in a context-aware application we propose the following steps.

1) Identify one or more metrics that may be used to measure the level of experience of the user in an application.

2) Associate these metrics to the context in which the application is used.

3) Allow the application to share and compare the metrics of its users.

The purpose of the first step is to define a way to measure the skills of the user. This can be done in several ways that can be easily inspired from the world of video games. An example would be to mark the capability to use a particular feature of the application as an achievement (that may be converted into points).

The second step, valid for context-aware applications, would be to select or influence the metrics defined in the previous point, using context information. An example would be to give a different set of reward points when an application is used at work rather than at home; another example would be to consider the kind of device that is used to run the application, and so on.

The third step is fundamental to satisfy the competitive attitude of the application's users. Once a score target or an achievement is met, it should be important to make other users aware of that. This way other users are motivated to reach the same targets and thus contribute to a wide adoption of the application.

C. Design of Environmental Self-organizing Features

In the context of application design, environmental self-organizing features are the ones that contribute to the satisfaction or requirements R1 and R2. The idea behind this is that the application should have a way to analyze the activity of its users that is additional to the collaboration/competition activities explained in the previous subsections. This knowledge can then be used to create a personalized behavior that is related to the particular characteristics of the user, his level of experience with the application, and the information of the context in which it is used. This can be deterministic or also non-deterministic to make it more difficult for the user to expect what it is going to happen from the "gaming" features of the application. The important fact that highlights the self-organizing nature of these features is that the "game" should be able to self-calibrate also from the past experiences of other users. An example would be to advertise possible achievements, create ways to gain more points than expected in certain situations by stimulating collaboration and competitions, and any other environmental change that can influence the way in which the application game is perceived. To achieve this we propose the following steps.

1) Identify possible stimuli that may attract the curiosity of the user to new cooperation or competition activities.

2) Identify situations in which the user may be less motivated to use the application. This may include user activity and the context (in context-aware applications).

3) Design a policy that associates stimuli to situations.

Differently from the previous two self-organizing features, all these three points may be all realized manually at design time or, with the proper training, at runtime.

In the first step the system already knows the possible ways to stimulate cooperation and competition because these aspects were already identified in the other specific self-organizing features. However, it should be given a way to select, based on previous experiences of other users, the right stimuli that may involve the user to the "hidden" application game. An example would be to offer a multiplier factor in the possibility to earn experience points as an incentive to increase user involvement.

In the second step the system should use its past and present information about the users and their context to identify problematic situations. Examples of problematic situations happen when the user has just started to use the application, when a user enters a new context, or when a user has been playing the hidden collaborative and competitive game with very poor performances.
In the third step a policy creates a runtime relationship between what has been identified in the first and in the second step. The final purpose would be to give some opportunities to the users, such as the possibility to earn additional experience points or special achievements in the first week of use of the application or when exploiting features offered in a particular usage context.

V. CASE STUDY AND SOCIAL ASPECTS

In this section we propose a simple case study in which we show how to apply our guidelines, some existing successful experiences that exhibit some of the properties of our approach, and finally we show some of the social implications that may arise when gamifying an application.

A. Case Study: Personal organizer

We assume we want to apply our guidelines to gamify a context-aware personal organizer. The Functional requirements of the personal organizer include the possibility to schedule tasks, keep track of previous/future tasks, modify how the tasks are advertised based on the device used, and the situation in which the personal organizer is being run (we assume to have the personal organizer accessible through a mobile device, a personal computer, and from the Internet using a web interface). We have chosen this case study because this application can be generally considered just another (boring) tool for supporting work and life activities rather than something that can be addictive and fun like a game.

**Collaborative self-organization steps.** 1) Reusable contents: invitations to some events that may be interesting for somebody; 2) associate the invitations above to the location in which somebody is at the moment, or is planning to go (according to the future events already scheduled in the organizer); 3) add to the user the possibility to advertise new events, specifying specific tags to identify the people that may be interested, and to identify valid contexts for these events (i.e., time and location); 4) make it possible to see how many people have put the newly added event into their schedule.

**Competitive self-organization steps.** 1) The level of experience can be a set of achievements that include the following: number of events per day, events scheduled for the first time, events scheduled with a particular person; 2) give a different type of achievements when an event is done in a particular time of a day, or in the weekend, or during holiday, or in a particular location, etc.; 3) let the user be notified when a friend or colleague obtains an achievement and rank the user against them to see who is the more "organized" person.

**Environmental self-organization steps.** 1) Suggest to schedule events that have never been scheduled (for example a dinner outside), or advertise the use of new features that have never been used in the application; 2) make it possible for the application to analyze the evolution of the context of the user (i.e., its location changes and its vicinity with other friends that are using the same application) and propose to add to the schedule social activities that have been scheduled by her friends (such as a walk in a park); 3) offer opportunities to earn extra points when the suggestions proposed from step 1 or step 2 are followed in order to increase user involvement and competitive attitude.

In the case study specified above we have shown informally how we can apply our steps for each kind of self-organizing feature. Of course the actual choices for each step are very coupled with the kind of application that needs to be gamified. More in general, the steps we propose should be done at the requirements level of a normal software engineering process, thus identifying use cases and scenarios in a more detailed and engineered way.

B. Existing Successful Experiences

The method we have discussed in this paper, although never proposed as a research methodology, is not completely new in the real world. We have a recent proliferation of some applications that already exhibit some of the features that we have proposed. The most recent examples are two mobile context-aware applications: *Waze* [21] and *Foursquare* [22]. Waze (see Figure 3a) is a free mobile application to support personal navigation; it contains maps collaboratively added by its users and provides updated information about traffic jams and nearby points of interests. Besides its usefulness this application managed to create its huge database using only the power of collaboration and competition among its users. Many users use Waze as a normal navigation support, but many others use it as a game, trying to earn achievements for discovering new streets, street changes, point of interests and so on. Foursquare (see Figure 3b) is another free mobile application to keep track of the visited locations of the users and their friends, and for finding new locations to visit. It uses a reward mechanism similar to Waze and its success is mostly due to the fact that most users use the application as a game. Both Waze and Foursquare are examples in which the gaming features of the application support those self-organizing phenomena that are able to motivate users to produce value for other users and for the application itself.

C. Social Aspects

We have seen that, with the use of gamification, in normal applications it is possible to create value for both the users and the application owners. However there are some critical social points that need to be evaluated before deciding to gamify an application. People who are not competitive may find the gaming features something that may leave a bad feedback to the user, especially if she fails the competition. For this reason the user should always have the freedom to disable them. As an alternative, instead of making a user in the condition of disabling them, it is easier for the application designer to find ways in which each user can feel to be the winner from some point of view, this way each one will have a positive reward in continuing
collaboration, competition, and thus in giving more value to its experience in using the application and learning new features.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have proposed a set of guidelines to design context-aware user applications in such a way that non-functional requirements related to the user involvement and motivation in the use of the application have a good chance of being satisfied.

Our methodology is inspired by two worlds: self-organizing systems and existing experience in videogame design. We have seen that many features of modern (and less modern) videogames that make them addictive and long lasting can be abstracted using self-organizing models. These features include the possibility to give to their users a good sense of cooperation or competition to reach a given goal. Moreover the repeatability of a game is supported by the capability of changing overtime based on past performances of its users or other non-deterministic factors. What we have shown in this work is that the same features used to make videogames a pleasant experience can be also added to normal applications, with the double advantage of speeding-up the learning curve of the application thanks to the satisfaction of the motivitional requirements, and of giving to the users that sense of fun that is typical of games even if the application itself is just (in an extreme case) a boring tool for a boring work.

What we plan to do in the future is to perform a more thorough analysis on which part of our methodology can be automatized or not, moreover some quantitative information on the productivity increase of a gamified application should be defined and reported using a real-world experiment. Last but not least, the social aspects related to the introduction of delicate psychological mechanisms such as competition in a work environment may need further attention and analyzed in an interdisciplinary way.
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